Category 4 : Resource Development

Grade Determination for all levels

Prelim Judging

To proceed to Semi-Finals:
• score at least 25 out of 50 (Average marks of all judges)

For groups that stop at Semi-Finals

To advance to the Finals:
• score at least 30 out of 60 (Average marks of all judges)

For groups that enter Finals

Nominees for the Grand Finals will be based on the overall top scores for this round and judges’ recommendations.

Possible grades (based on average marks of all judges):
A* : ≥ 40 out of 60
A   : ≥ 30 out of 60
B+  : ≥ 25 out of 60

Grand Finals Selection round

Consideration for Grand Finals selection round includes the following:
• sound content (minimal flaws)
• content appeal to GF audience and good communications/presentation skill
• disposition of team, or potential to be trained further